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ABSTRACT
Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia (PASH) of the breast is a benign condition generally seen as an incidental finding of biopsies
for other causes. In some rare cases, it can evolve with expressive growth of breast tissue, leading to large breasts. The present
study presents a case report of a patient who started with breast hypertrophy during lactation, evolving with gigantomastia,
and arrived at the office 3 years after gestation with breasts of 6.2 and 4.3 kg and growth of accessory breast and axillary lymph
nodes. The patient was emaciated, with bodily pain and psychological distress. Computed tomography was performed with the
finding of diffuse retroglandular nodules and axillary and mediastinal lymph node enlargement, without being able to rule out
the lymphoproliferative process. Then, core biopsies were made in several places on the breast whose pathological examination
revealed PASH samples. Bilateral mastectomy was performed as a surgical treatment, with resection of the left accessory breast
and left axillary lymph node, and breast reconstruction, with placement of silicone prostheses and graft of the areola-papillary
complex, together with a plastic surgeon. She evolved in the postoperative period with good healing of the surgical wound,
weight gain, necrosis of the areola-papillary complex and with severe psychiatric disorder, which was treated appropriately by
psychiatrists, with remission of symptoms. This case report presents a rare evolution of PASH with gigantomastia, bringing intense
physical and psychological distress to the patient, whose treatment chosen was total surgical resection of the breast tissue and
aesthetic reconstruction.
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CASE REPORT

Pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia (PASH) is a rare benign
condition of the breasts first described in 19861, most commonly
found in women in pre- and perimenopause2 with findings on
imaging tests not specific to this condition, requiring a correlation
with the anatomopathological aspect for diagnostic confirmation3. PASH can coexist with other breast lesions or even mimic
fibroadenoma and it can progress, in spite of its being a benign
disease4. The diagnosis of this condition usually occurs incidentally during investigation with anatomopathological study of
other benign or malignant diseases of the breast5. Treatment varies depending on the presentation.
The objective of this study was to report a case with atypical
evolution and surgical treatment with bilateral mastectomy and
immediate reconstruction, since the patient presented a rare and
diffuse PASH condition beginning in pregnancy with rapid and
bilateral breast enlargement.

A 27-year-old woman was referred to the outpatient mastology
service at the Hospital Universitário Lauro Wanderley (HULW), in
João Pessoa, Brazil, with the complaint of bilateral gigantomastia accompanied by weight loss. She was seen for the first time
in August 2019, reporting breast enlargement that started during pregnancy (three years ago) and worsened during lactation.
After the first consultation, the patient did not attend the
return visit and only in February 2020 did she return to the clinic
for further investigation. The breasts had almost doubled in size
compared to the first consultation, with engorged vessels and
areas with necrosis and suppuration (Figure 1). Diagnostic hypotheses were raised for PASH and breast lymphoma, both rare conditions. Malignant neoplasm was considered due to rapid growth,
the presence of axillary lymph node enlargement and significant weight loss. Complementary investigation did not include
mammography due to the patient’s age and, mainly, due to the
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Figure 1. (A) Front view of the breasts; (B) right breast in lateral
view, with suppurative ulcer; (C) left breast in lateral view and
accessory breast (photographs taken in February 2020).

impossibility of performing it in view of the technical limitations given the expressive size of the breasts. On the day of the
consultation, a computed tomography (CT) scan of the chest
was performed, with and without iodinated venous contrast,
revealing an important volumetric increase in the breasts due
to the multiple confluent nodular formations, predominantly
retroglandular, which exhibited slight impregnation by means
of contrast, of etiology indeterminate to the method, and it was
not possible to discard a lymphoproliferative process. The presence of multiple lymph node enlargement in axillary chains and
in the internal chest wall bilaterally also stands out (Figures 2A
and 2B). A laboratory screening with general exams and serology
was requested to rule out associated conditions and to obtain
the necessary exams for surgery.
Fragments of the left breast were also collected by means
of a core-biopsy for histopathological analysis. The result was
released on February 10 th, 2020, revealing breast tissue with
pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia (morphological aspects

Figure 2. (A) Chest computed tomography shows a volumetric increase in the breasts due to multiple confluent nodular formations,
predominantly retroglandular; (B) chest computed tomography highlighting the presence of multiple lymph node enlargements in
axillary chains and the presence of the accessory breast on the left; (C) surgical parts of the direct and left breast (top to bottom); (D)
anatomopathological showing stromal pseudoangiomatous hyperplasia, nodular and diffuse forms; (E) lymph nodes with reactive
lymphoid hyperplasia; (F) absence of signs of malignancies.
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consistent with the diffuse form of PASH) and absence of signs
of malignancy.
On March 12th, 2020, the patient underwent bilateral total
mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction by the services of mastology and plastic surgery, respectively, at HULW.
Both breasts, the left accessory breast, and the left axillary lymph
nodes were resected (Figures 2C and 3A). The areola-papillary
complex was preserved and used as a graft in the reconstruction of the breasts, and silicone prostheses were implanted in a
submuscular position (Figure 3B).
Surgical specimens were sent for histopathological study at
the Pathological Anatomy Laboratory (Laboratório de Anatomia
Patológica – LAP) of the same hospital (Figures 2D, 2E, and 2F).
The results, released on March 26th, 2020, were:
• Right breast (weight = 6,255 g; dimensions = 38 × 32 × 10 cm):
pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia, nodular and
diffuse forms; skin without particularities; absence of signs
of malignancy;
• Left breast (weight = 4,295 g; dimensions: 29 × 27 × 12 cm):
pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia, nodular and
diffuse; skin without particularities; absence of signs of
malignancy;
• Left accessory breast (dimensions = 11 × 8 × 5 cm):
ectopic breast tissue with pseudoangiomatous stromal

•

hyperplasia; skin without particularities; absence of signs
of malignancy;
Axillary lymph nodes on the left (dimensions = 2.5 × 2 ×
0.8 cm): lymph nodes with reactive lymphoid hyperplasia;
absence of signs of malignancy.

In the first postoperative visit, the patient returned without
complaints. On physical examination, significant edema was
observed in the inframammary folds (Figure 3C). On the second return, she presented remission of these findings and complained of delusions, being referred to the psychiatric service,
where drug treatment was started. In the third consultation,
she showed improvements in psychiatric symptoms and the
removal of the surgical stitches was performed. Partial necrosis
of the areola-papillary complex grafts and progressive weight
gain, around 15 kg, were observed in relation to the beginning
of the follow-up (Figure 3D). The possibility of a corrective surgical procedure was offered, however, the patient expressed no
interest in performing a new surgery.
The study was carried out according to the ethical principles of studies in human beings according to the Declaration of
Helsinki, with the approval of the Research Ethics Committee
of Hospital Universitário Lauro Wanderley, with CAAE number
36548520.2.0000.5183.

Figure 3. (A) marking and skin flaps after mastectomy; (B) frontal and lateral view of the immediate postoperative period of breast
reconstruction after total mastectomy with resection of the left accessory breast; (C) postoperative period of April 2020, showing
signs of partial necrosis of the areola-papillary complex grafts; (D) Late postoperative period of September 2020, showing good
healing of the surgical wound, in addition to the patient’s weight gain.
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DISCUSSION
PASH is a benign stromal proliferation that can affect different
age groups, with a mean age ranging between 37 and 51 years6,
with up to 75% of pre-menopausal patients7. The patient in this
case was affected at a younger age than the average.
The precise etiology of PASH is unknown, but hormones are
attributed a role in its development2, considering that almost all
affected postmenopausal women were using hormone8.
There are typically two clinical types of PASH — nodular and
diffuse. The nodular type is characterized by a unilateral, circumscribed, slow-growing mass and is usually an incidental finding
that mimics fibroadenomas. The diffuse type is more rare, with
about 20 cases reported in the literature9. The involvement of the
areola-papillary complex and the axillary accessory breast are
also atypical findings10. In this respect, the case has unusual characteristics, such as bilateral involvement, diffuse growth, impossibility to delimit the tumor, and the onset of an axillary accessory breast. Only two cases of PASH beginning with pregnancy
have been reported9,11, as happened in the present study’s patient.
A case of axillary lymph node enlargement is described in
the literature, probably reactional to edema12 . The patient in
the present case also had a lymph node with reactive lymphoid
hyperplasia.
Ultrasonographic findings are variable, ranging from circumscribed to indistinct tumors13, more commonly with the presence
of a hypoechoic and heterogeneous nodule14. A study that evaluated ultrasound findings in patients with PASH classified 93.6%
of the cases as BI-RADS 4, due to the fact that these exams present images with non-circumscribed margins14. One year before
the appointment, the patient underwent breast ultrasound, in
which no nodules or changes had been observed. On mammography, solid, non-calcified and circumscribed nodules are typically found, with focal asymmetry3. Most studies do not provide
a description of this pathology on CT, therefore, this case proves
to be opportune as it presents this characterization.
The main differential diagnoses, due to the clinical or histological aspects of PASH, are: fibroadenoma, phyloid tumor, and
low-grade angiosarcoma 2,12,14. In the present case, diagnostic
doubts regarding breast lymphoma were included, due to the

presence of weight loss and rapid growth, which was discarded
by breast biopsy.
In order to confirm the diagnosis, core-biopsy is sufficient
and necessary in cases of abnormal findings on imaging or
physical examination4. In the case of the patient under study,
the tomographic finding did not rule out the presence of lymphoproliferative disease in the breasts, indicating the need for
investigative supplementation with a core- biopsy, before scheduling surgical excision.
The management of PASH depends on its presentation8 .
Some studies recommend mastectomy in diffuse type cases3,4,8
and others report9,15 that immediate breast reconstruction was
also performed. The surgical approach of the case is well indicated, in view of the diffuse and rapid growth and its interference in the quality of life.

CONCLUSION
The present case revealed a rare breast condition with atypical
evolution, due to rapid, diffuse, and bilateral progression. Due to
the course of the disease in the patient, a surgical procedure for
bilateral mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction with
prosthesis implantation was indicated. This experience reinforces the need for good propaedeutic management of PASH and
adequate treatment according to the clinical picture presented,
especially due to the lack of specific consensus or protocols for
the disease. The individualized treatment of each patient is currently the best option, considering clinical evolution, aesthetic
aspects, and results of complementary exams.
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